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Date:
50

Year 5/6 Spelling and Grammar Revision Test 3
1. Write in the box below, a pronoun to replace the bold word in the
following sentence.

total marks

1 mark

When Geoff bakes for a charity bake sale, everyone looks forward to eating
Geoff’s fruit cake.

2. Each of the sentences below has a mistake in it. The mistake is underlined and
your task is to write in the correction.

1 mark

a) The temperature of the oven really affects/effects how the biscuits turn out.

b) “You know your/you’re supposed to put the sugar in before the flour,”
said Geoff.

c) Geoff thought that the cake had its/it’s own distinctive taste.

3. Write in the missing semicolon in this sentence.
Geoff made a tasty fruity cake for his own birthday it was a triumph.

1 mark
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4. ‘How is the word ‘since’ being used in this sentence? Tick one.
Geoff didn’t make souffles very often since they were difficult to bake correctly.
A conjuction

A preposition

A verb

An adverb

1 mark

5. Circle all the determiners in the sentence below.
Geoff had made many cakes for the bake sale and some buns.

1 mark

6. Complete the table with the singular and plural nouns.

One

Two

1 mark

cheese
knives
salmon

7. Label whether each of these words is a determiner or a preposition.
Geoff couldn’t wait to watch this series of ‘Great Australian Bake Off’ after dinner.

1 mark
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8. Add the missing punctuation to the following sentence.
Dont forget to turn the oven off when youve finished baking Itll waste
electricity and could be dangerous

1 mark

9. Complete the table by writing in the correct form of the verb in its present tense.

Past Tense

Present Tense

They baked

They

They mixed

They

They cooked

They

1 mark

10. Which of these sentences has used a question mark correctly? Tick one.
1 mark

Geoff enquired, “What do you think of this cake?”
Geoff enquired, “What do you think of this cake”?
Geoff enquired?, “What do you think of this cake.”
Geoff enquired, “What do you think? of this cake.”

11. Match up the phrases/clauses with the right term that best describes them.
1 mark

who makes the best spaghetti

An expanded noun phrase

bolognese in Victoria
a talented, Italian chef

A relative clause

Geoff was a huge lover of food

A main clause
total for
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12. Circle the right word in each of these boxes.
Geoff went to the supermarket to buy his parents there/their weekly TV guide,

1 mark

which/witch was full of the latest viewing advise/advice .

13. Tick the correct box to say whether the underlined clause in the main or
subordinate clause in each sentence.

Sentence

Main Clause

1 mark

Subordinate
Clause

Geoff always visits his local butcher, which
is the best in town, to buy his sausages.
Geoff was enjoying his salad until his cat
sneezed on it.
Geoff always treats himself to a Friday
takeaway, which he orders from his local
Indian restaurant.

14. Choose the conjunction which fits best into each of these sentences (only use
each word once).
after

unless

1 mark

although

a) I will cook the spaghetti 			

the bolognese sauce is prepared.

b) The meal would never be finished on time 		
c) Geoff carried on cooking 			

Geoff asked for help.

he knew it might make him late.
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15. Which sentence is a command? Tick one.
1 mark

Fish and chips usually come with lemon wedges.
When you visit Port Albert, you must have fish and chips.
I love salt and vinegar on my fish and chips.
Do you like fish and chips?

16. Replace the underlined word in the sentence below with a suitable synonym.
When Geoff had put the biscuits in the oven, he started clearing up.

1 mark

17. Which of these sentences needs a question mark? Tick one.
1 mark

At what temperature do you cook these biscuits
Biscuits should be cooked at 180°C
These biscuits taste lovely
Have a taste of these lovely biscuits

18. Choose the same conjunction that could complete both sentences correctly.
You need to cook battered fish fillets on a high heat 			
needs to be hot.

the oil

1 mark

The lasagne burned 			 I left it in the oven for too long.
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19. Tick for each sentence whether it is in past or present tense.
1 mark

Sentence

Past

Present

Geoff is baking a birthday cake for his friend.
Last night, Geoff made macaroni cheese for
his tea.
Pizzas are Geoff’s favourite treat.
Geoff ordered a takeaway last Friday.

20. Add in the two missing commas to this sentence.
In order to make the perfect cake Geoff needed to use the right amounts
of sugar flour and butter.

1 mark

21. Write a question beginning with the word: Do
1 mark



22. Add the missing full stops and capital letters to these sentences.
at christmas, geoff makes sure he bakes mince pies at easter, he makes
sure he has plenty of hot cross buns

1 mark

23. Circle the words in this sentence that need capital letters.
geoff never misses an episode of the great australian bake off and is a big fan
of maggie beer.

1 mark
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24. Which of these sentences is grammatically correct? Tick one.
1 mark

Geoff is the better baker in the family.
Geoff is the bestest baker in the family.
Geoff is the best baker in the family.
Geoff is betterer at baking than the rest of the family.

25. Circle the adverb in this sentence.
Geoff carefully mixed the egg whites so that he didn’t have a soggy meringue.

1 mark

26. Label each word with the correct letter.

A

Noun

B

Verb

C

Pronoun

D

Determiner

E

1 mark

Adverb

Geoff eagerly waited to taste the crispy cheese straws that he had made.

27. Underline the conjunction in the sentence below.
Geoff prepared the icing while the cake was cooking.

1 mark

28. Circle the noun phrase in this sentence.
Geoff is already making cakes and buns for next week’s charity bake sale.

1 mark
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29. Which of these sentences shows the correct agreement with subject and verb?
Tick one.

1 mark

Many people eats the cake that Geoff made.
Geoff eats the cake that he made.
Geoff’s friends eats the cake.
Geoff’s friend eat the cake.

30. Put a pair of brackets in this sentence to mark the additional information.
The cake should be cooked in the oven at 180°C or gas mark 4 for 50 minutes.

1 mark

31. Circle the four nouns in this sentence.
When Geoff cooks lasagne, he makes sure that there’s plenty of cheese
and mushrooms.

1 mark

32. Tick the word that is a synonym of: tasty
unpleasant

happy

delectable

smooth

1 mark

33. Add in commas around the relative clause.
Geoff who was making a pavlova whisked the eggs really quickly.

1 mark
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34. Put the missing apostrophe in this sentence.
Geoff isnt keen on clearing up after he has used icing sugar.

35. Complete the table by writing antonyms for the given words. The first one has
been done for you.

Word

Antonym

smooth

lumpy

1 mark

1 mark

slowly
tasty

36. Rewrite this sentence in the present tense.
Geoff baked while he listened to the radio.

1 mark



37. Circle all the verbs in this sentence.
Geoff spent the day baking, chopping and mixing before relaxing on the sofa.

1 mark
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38. Circle all the prefixes below that can be added onto this root word to make
new words.

1 mark

cooked

past-

pre-

un-

post-

over-

39. Which sentence is punctuated correctly? Tick one.
1 mark

“I can smell burning” said Dave as he entered Geoff’s kitchen.
“I can smell burning,” said Dave as he entered Geoff’s kitchen.
“I can smell burning”, said Dave as he entered Geoff’s kitchen.
“I can smell burning, said Dave” as he entered Geoff’s kitchen.

40. Write in the missing apostrophes in the sentences below.
1 mark

Geoffs muffins were the best at the bake sale.
All of the teachers cakes were nowhere near as tasty.

41. Tick one box for each sentence to choose which word fits the best.

Sentence

there

their

they’re

1 mark

the best muffins I’ve ever tasted.
Just put the sausage rolls over
Everyone brought

.

cakes to the sale.

all excited about the sale.
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42. Change the two verbs in this sentence into the past tense.
1 mark

Geoff creams the butter and sugar before he adds the flour.

43. Which punctuation mark would be used in compound adjectives? Tick one.
1 mark

ellipsis

semicolon

comma

hyphen

44. Choose a contraction to write in the gap in this sentence.
If only Geoff had remembered to add the sugar to the scones, 				
have tasted a lot better.

1 mark

45. Put the exclamation mark in the right place in this sentence.
“ What a tasty sponge ” proclaimed the judge at the cake competition.

1 mark

46. Underline the modal verb in the following sentence.
Geoff might join the cookery class at the local college.

1 mark

47. Circle the adverb that describes how Geoff mixed.
Geoff frantically mixed the egg whites until they were stiff.

1 mark
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48. Tick the correct box to say which whether ‘I’ or ‘me’ is missing from the
following sentences.

Sentence
Geoff made Dave and
cheese straws.

I

1 mark

me

some lovely

Susan and
popped round to Geoff’s
for a cup of tea and a slice of cake.
Geoff and
Friday night.

love a takeaway on a

49. Tick the box to show where a semicolon could go in this sentence.
Geoff always enjoys a cooked breakfast on a Saturday morning this

1 mark

is because he doesn’t have to rush off to work.

50. Which of these is punctuated correctly? Tick one.
After, the twenty-fifth-time of trying Geoff finally, got his soufflé to rise.

1 mark

After-the twenty fifth time of trying, Geoff finally got his soufflé to rise.
After the twenty-fifth time of trying Geoff finally, got his soufflé to rise.
After the twenty-fifth time of trying, Geoff finally got his soufflé to rise.

**END OF TEST**
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1

2

his

1 mark

a) affects

1 mark

6

Answers
1 mark

One

Two

cheese

cheeses

knife

knives

salmon

salmon

7

determiner

b) you’re

1 mark

Geoff couldn’t wait to watch this series
of ‘Great Australian Bake Off’ after
dinner.

c) its

preposition

3

Geoff made a tasty fruity cake for his
own birthday; it was a triumph.

1 mark

8

4

A conjunction

1 mark

9

5



Don’t forget to turn the oven off when
you’ve finished baking. It’ll waste
electricity and could be dangerous.

Past Tense

Present Tense

A verb

They baked

They bake/are baking

A preposition

They mixed

They mix/are mixing

An adverb

They cooked

They cook/are cooking

Geoff had made many cakes for the
bake sale and some buns.

1 mark

10 Geoff enquired, “What do you
think of this cake?”
Geoff enquired, “What do you
think of this cake”?
Geoff enquired?, “What do you
think of this cake.”
Geoff enquired, “What do you
think? of this cake.”
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1 mark

1 mark

1 mark
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11

12

who makes the
best spaghetti
bolognese in
Victoria

An expanded
noun phrase

a talented, Italian
chef

A relative
clause

Geoff was a
huge lover
of food

A main clause

Geoff went to the supermarket to buy

1 mark

16

Answers

Any synonym for example:

1 mark

began, commenced, made a start with,
got underway with etc.

1 mark

his parents there/their weekly TV guide,
which/witch was full of the latest viewing
advise/advice.

17 At what temperature do you
cook these biscuits
Biscuits should be cooked at
180°C
These biscuits taste lovely



1 mark

Have a taste of these lovely
biscuits
13

Sentence
Geoff always visits his local
butcher, which is the best in
town, to buy his sausages.



Geoff was enjoying his salad
until his cat sneezed on it.



Geoff always treats himself
to a Friday takeaway, which he
orders from his local
Indian restaurant.

14

Main Subordinate
Clause
Clause

1 mark

18

1 mark

19

Accept because/as

1 mark



a) I will cook the spaghetti after the
bolognese sauce is prepared.

Past

Geoff is baking a birthday
cake for his friend.

b) The meal would never be finished on
time unless Geoff asked for help.

Last night, Geoff made
macaroni cheese for his tea.

Geoff ordered a takeaway
last Friday.

1 mark

20
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Present

1 mark




Pizzas are Geoff’s favourite
treat.

c) Geoff carried on cooking although he
knew it might make him late.

15 Fish and chips usually come
with lemon wedges.
When you visit Port Albert, you
must have fish and chips.
I love salt and vinegar on my
fish and chips.
Do you like fish and chips?

Sentence




In order to make the perfect cake, Geoff
needed to use the right amounts of
sugar, flour and butter.

1 mark
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21

Open ended: a question that makes sense,
but must have a ? at the end.

1 mark

26

Answers

Geoff eagerly waited to taste the crispy
A

E

B

1 mark

D

cheese straws that he had made.
C

22

At Christmas, Geoff makes sure he bakes
mince pies. At Easter, he makes sure he
has plenty of hot cross buns.

1 mark

27

Geoff prepared the icing while the cake
was cooking.

1 mark

23

geoff never misses an episode of the

1 mark

28

Geoff is already making cakes and buns

1 mark

great australian bake off and is a big fan

for next week’s charity bake sale.

of maggie beer.

24 Geoff is the better baker in
the family.

1 mark

29 Many people eats the cake that
Geoff made.

Geoff is the bestest baker in
the family.
Geoff is the best baker in the
family.

Geoff eats the cake that he made.



Geoff carefully mixed the egg whites so
that he didn’t have a soggy meringue.



Geoff’s friends eats the cake.

Geoff is betterer at baking than
the rest of the family.
25

1 mark

Geoff’s friend eat the cake.

1 mark

30
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The cake should be cooked in the oven
at 180°C (or gas mark 4) for 50 minutes.

1 mark
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31

When Geoff cooks lasagne,

he makes

Answers

1 mark

36

Geoff bakes/is baking while he listens/is
listening to the radio.

1 mark

1 mark

37

Geoff spent the day baking, chopping
and mixing before relaxing on the sofa.

1 mark

sure that there’s plenty of cheese and
mushrooms.

32 unpleasant
delectable



happy
smooth

33

Geoff, who was making a pavlova, whisked
the eggs really quickly.

1 mark

38

34

Geoff isn’t keen on clearing up after he
has used icing sugar.

1 mark

39 “I can smell burning” said Dave
as he entered Geoff’s kitchen.

past-

pre-

un-

post-

“I can smell burning,” said Dave
as he entered Geoff’s kitchen.

over-

1 mark

1 mark



“I can smell burning”, said Dave
as he entered Geoff’s kitchen.
“I can smell burning, said Dave”
as he entered Geoff’s kitchen.
35

Word

Antonym

smooth

lumpy

slowly

Any word with an opposite meaning, e.g. quickly, fast, speedily, etc.

tasty

Any word with an opposite
meaning, e.g. inedible, disgusting,
unpalatable, etc.

1 mark

40

Geoff’s muffins were the best at the
bake sale.
All of the teachers’ cakes were nowhere
near as tasty.
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41

Sentence

there their they’re

the best muffins
I’ve ever tasted.
Just put the sausage rolls
over
.
Everyone brought
cakes to the sale.
the sale.

Answers

1 mark

46

Geoff might join the cookery class at the
local college.

1 mark

1 mark

47

Geoff frantically mixed the egg whites
until they were stiff.

1 mark

1 mark

48





all excited about



42
creamed
Geoff creams the butter and sugar before
he adds the flour.
added
43 ellipsis

I

comma

Geoff made Dave and
lovely cheese straws.

semicolon

Susan and
popped round
to Geoff’s for a cup of tea and a slice
of cake.



Geoff and
on a Friday night.



hyphen

44

Sentence



If only Geoff had remembered to add the
sugar to the scones, they’d have tasted a
lot better.

1 mark

49

me

some

love a takeaway

1 mark



Geoff always enjoys a cooked breakfast

1 mark

on a Saturday morning this is because he



doesn’t have to rush off to work.

45

“What a tasty sponge!” proclaimed the
judge at the cake competition.

1 mark

50 After, the twenty-fifth-time of trying
Geoff finally, got his souffle to rise.

1 mark

After- the twenty fifth time of trying,
Geoff finally got his souffle to rise.
After the twenty-fifth time of trying
Geoff finally, got his souffle to rise.
After the twenty-fifth time of trying,
Geoff finally got his souffle to rise.
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